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I want to begin by saying that everything you will read about 
in this letter is going to be very personal and very direct.  I 
wish I could be sweet and sugar coat everything, but I think I 
would doing you and your children a disservice by taking 
anything other than an honest and direct approach.  

So please read on only if you are willing to be open to new 
possibilities, because that is what we are all about.  Opening a 
world of possibilities to our children, to making sure they 
stay true to their own spirit, that they are able to accomplish 
their dreams and goals, and grow up in a space that supports 
them.  That we as parents, grandparents, friends and 
neighbors are able to provide a strong, stable, loving 
foundation that our children can build upon, live and thrive.  

This is not about making your children behave, having them 
listen to everything you say, keeping their rooms clean, using 
their best manner or getting better grades -  all of those are 
likely side effects of what we are going to talk about, but the 
only promise we can make without fail is that:

Conscious Parenting will 

Transform Your Life
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Dear Friend,

As a Parent talking to a Parent I want to ask you a question... Have you ever had any 
of these thoughts run through your head?

✦   I’m not good enough
✦   I’ll never get what I want
✦   Relationships don’t work
✦   I’m not important
✦   Mistakes and failure are bad  
✦   Life is supposed to be hard

If so - don’t worry, so have the rest of us!  Most of these beliefs were formed in 
childhood in interactions with parents who loved their children—but who did not 
realize that their interactions with their children were frequently leading to such 
crippling beliefs.

I personally never gave it much thought until I met a woman named Shelly Lefkoe...

Let’s start at the Beginning
Two years ago I faced a major turning in my life, I was recently divorced, had just 
sold off my half of a successful business, was looking for a new place to live and 
simply had no idea what I was going to do with my life.  Nothing about my old life 
was the same, and I could not conceive of running a household and taking care of my 
girls by myself all while starting up a new real-estate firm - a business that my heart 
was just no longer in.  Actually, I really couldn't think of anything that my heart was 
into at that point because it was for all intents and purposes, broken...
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So I started New Years off with some major soul searching.  What does my life really 
mean?  Before it seemed so clear, I was a mom, a wife, a great neighbor and partner 
in a successful business.  What else did I need...  Now, all that was left of that dream 
was the mom part - and with all the sadness, and frustration at dreams lost, I was 
questioning my ability to do even that little bit well.

A mini-miracle
...if there is such a thing as a “mini” one

Then, what I see as a mini-miracle occurred, I was invited to a personal growth 
seminar in Los Angeles - what better place than the City of Angels to get my 
questions about life and my future answered.  Four days later I was starting to think 
this whole idea was little crazy (and that  maybe I really did need those meds!) as I 
was sitting in a room with 100 other people, all of us trying to discover our life’s 
purpose.

Now, these were people from all different walks of life, rich people, broke people, 
doctors and lawyers, massage therapists and energy workers, all with 1 huge 
question in common - “Am I on the right Path?”  Well, actually, my question was 
more like “Am I even on the Path anymore? I think I made a wrong turn somewhere 
and got bucked off my horse onto someone else’s path, because this soooo does not 
look like a path that I am supposed to be on...”

Now, I know, at this point in the story you are probably wondering what any of this 
has to do with Conscious Parenting - but don’t worry, it will all make sense in a 
minute.  

So back to that question... “Am I on the right Path?”  After my initial confusion, I 
realized there was actually a small gift in my current state of living, unlike everyone 
else in the room with jobs and a spouse, I had almost no obstacles holding me back 
from beginning the my life’s purpose. Now, if I could only figure what it was...
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The meaning of EDUCATION?

Over the next 4 days, I completed all the exercises, did the meditations, got 
countless amounts of feedback, muscle tested myself numerous times (okay, really I 
did it like 100 times until my I couldn’t lift my arm - and then I switched arms ;) and 
even a job offer to be someone’s secretary.

But all the while I was so annoyed because that little voice inside my head (which I 
was starting to believe could actually be my split personality) kept telling me the 
same thing over and over.  The same one word kept showing up on my paper, in my 
head, like a mantra ringing in my ears -  EDUCATION.  “What does that even 
mean?” I thought...  Education?  

Did I need to go back and get some more of it?  Was I supposed to be a teacher?  
For 5 minutes in 7th grade I wanted to be a teacher, but I had not given it one 
thought since then.  Because honestly - I love my kids, and I love children on the 
whole, I think they are the most amazing, fascinating brilliant creatures on this 
whole earth - but I really don’t have the patience to teach a room full of other 
people’s kids day in and day out.  

So, I sent out a plea - it went something like this:

Dear God, the Universe, Higher Intelligence, Mother Nature, the Infinite 

being with a thousand names ‐ what do you mean EDUCATION?  ‐‐‐ I don’t get 
it!  A liGle clarity, some sort of sign would be much appreciated.  Thanks.  Melissa.

Now I am not a religious person, I consider my self somewhat spiritual, but I have 
always been a business woman at heart, practical and to the point in everything I do, 
including parenting and my general approach to life.  Plus,  I have always been 
successful in whatever I decide to do - so I kept wondering “Why am I asking for 
help?  Do I really need help?  Instead of being in this seminar I should be at home 
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taking care of my daughters, who need me now more than ever, and figuring out a 
way to make some money...”

Basically, I really wasn’t expecting much of a response to my plea.  I had decided to 
just go back home, start doing what I know - which was Real Estate and Land 
Acquisition, and be glad that I got to see LA for a few a days and make a few new 
friends.  

But of course, as it always happens it was at the end, I mean the very last second of 
the very last day that I met a man on my way out the door who put me right back on 
my Path.

The rest is history...

And well, the rest is history... My life in the business of Education began the very 
next week and it was during this time that I was really able to learn about my 
passions and formulate a clearer picture of what EDUCATION really meant to me.  
As it turns out, for me, the word has 2 distinct meanings. 

1. I mentioned earlier that I believe children are the greatest gifts, that they are 
brilliant beyond compare and that the way we currently teach them does not do 
justice to their natural, inherent brilliance.

2. The way I can be of best service to this world is not by teaching children directly, 
or even trying to change the massive outdated beast that is our current education 
system - but instead to go directly to parents.  By educating parents (or in most 
cases just reminding them of what they already feel and know to be true) we can 
affect the lives of children directly and immediately.

This new-found awareness led to the start of Project GiftED earlier this year, which 
is my blog on parenting.  But I quickly realized that even though I have started 
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multiple successful business in the past and am raising 2 daughters, I am by no 
means an expert in education or parenting.  

So if I really want to realize my dream of helping to change the world by changing 
the experiences of our children - then I need to find some experts!  I mean people 
that really get it, that have studied children and know how they learn.  People who 
understand the intricacies of parenting and can communicate their findings in way 
that people can actually understand and use.  

Now I get it, I understand what I am here to do, but again I need help, and you 
guessed it - another plea went out. :)

Dear God (I had since decided God worked just fine for me), I am sorry I 

doubted you before...  I am really glad I took your advise, and totally love my 
new business.  People really like my blog and I am gePng lots of great thank you emails 
for the work I am doing.  But here is the thing, I want to do this in a really big way.  I 
want to help people around the world and connect them with informaRon that can 
transform their lives and the lives of their children.  But I alone do not have all of the 
knowledge.  So can you please send my way the people that do?  Thanks!  Melissa

And then, guess what!!  Within 3 days, Shelly Lefkoe 
shows up.  Shelly is the author of the Chicken Soup for 
the Souls series book on parenting, and as soon as she 
hears about our work and our mission, and realizes that is 
so in alignment with hers, she says “If there is anything 
you need let me know.”  To which I said, well yelled 
actually... “Yes!”  

That’s when I got penned into her calendar for coaching 
session and introduction to the Lefkoe Method, a 
parenting method based on - you guessed it - Conscious 
Parenting!  What I did not realize is Shelly was about to open my eyes to a whole 
new way of parenting....
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A Transformative Experience

Now I consider myself to be a pretty enlightened mom - I am an avid reader of 
parenting books - it started when I finished What to Expect When You’re 
Expecting in 1 sitting and I have never stopped reading.  I take my job as a parent 
very seriously and want to make sure I am guiding my children; helping to facilitate 
their physical, educational, emotional, spiritual, social, and musical development 
(and any other type of development I have yet to find!).  

Yet, there were still problems I was facing everyday with my two young daughters 
that I could not find answers to in any book.  The most important to me was making 
sure their self-esteem stays intact, because I was coming to see the heartbreaking 
truth that kids really can be so mean to each other.  And it broke my heart to see 
them hurting and watch them begin to modify 
their natural exuberance and spirit so that they 
would fit in or not get made fun of.

I was also realizing that I had to find a powerful 
way to neutralize the outside influences on my 
girls -  the negative messages from other kids, 
the media, and school - it seemed like every 
time I turned around they were being exposed 
to something that worried me.

Lastly, I had just gone through a divorce, not a messy one, but it was still taking a 
toll on the girls.  So while waiting for my call with Shelly, I still continued my search 
for information and I found some tips online.  I found answers on authoritative 
parenting, passive parenting, long distance parenting, humorous parenting - but 
none that really resonated with me or made me excited to try.  
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Then came my call with Shelly, and the things I learned about parenting in my 1 1/2 
hours with her were things I had never read in any book... and they completely 
transformed my relationship with my daughters and made me look at them in a 
whole new light.

I now understand what Conscious Parenting means.  There are things I can do to 
help protect my children when I am not with them, plus as an added bonus, there are 
no longer those times when it is a struggle to interact with them - to get them to stop 
fighting or brush their teeth or do their homework - because when I used Shelly’s 
approach, all of these things became a natural byproduct...

How did Shelly become so Wise?

A few days after that first call, this was my exact question to Shelly.  Just the few 
things she helped me understand, and the small changes we made in my parenting 
style had created such a drastic change in my life that I naturally wanted to 
understand where she got her knowledge from.

It turns out that Shelly’s parenting wisdom comes from helping over 5,000 families 
get rid of problems as serious as depression and eating disorders to the more 
everyday problems like procrastination, relationship difficulties, worrying what 
people think about us, and generally anxiety. 

Over the last 30 years she discovered that all of the problems that are so common in 
families today can be traced back to specific beliefs (most of which are formed 
during childhood) that 99% of the population have (remember those beliefs we 
talked about in the beginning):

✦   I’m not good enough
✦   I’ll never get what I want
✦   Relationships don’t work
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✦   I’m not important
✦   Mistakes and failure are bad  
✦   Life is supposed to be hard

This is really important so I must reiterate!  Most of these beliefs were formed in 
childhood in interactions with parents who loved their children—but who did not 
realize that their interactions with their children were frequently leading to such 
crippling beliefs.

Many conversations later...

I bet now you are wondering what my main belief was, well mine was the ever so 
popular “I’m not good enough”.  I could tell you the long, sad story of how I came to 
form that belief, but when I said earlier this letter would be very direct, I did not 
mean a complete emotional downer!  So back to Shelly...

I now realized how valuable Shelly’s information is - valuable to me because it 
helped me to better understand my relationship with my parents.   Why things 
looked the way they did when I was growing up,  what residual glitches I have been 
carrying with me, unknowingly affecting my parenting style and interaction with my 
daughters - but more importantly I realized that the information Shelly has is so 
valuable to the children of this planet. 

Can you imagine what would happen if every parent right now, knew how to parent 
more consciously, in a way that supports the child’s educational and emotional 
development and understands the far reaching effects their actions are having on 
their child?  I truly believe that if parents were equipped with this knowledge then 
the world would naturally evolve to a better place. 

I know it’s hard to understand what I am talking about right here, because unless 
you experience it personally it will be hard to imagine the tremendous impact it 
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could have on your life - but all I know is that if every parent I met could undergo this 
training, every teacher could understand the impact they have on a child, then the 
world would be exponentially, a happier and more joyous place.

Let me stop for a Second and ask you a 
question...

Would you pay $10 if I told you I could give you a magic remedy that made your 
child clean up their room whenever you asked?   Yeah right....

Ok, would you pay $10 if I told you I could give you a magic remedy that made your 
child do their homework every night before you asked them to?  Maybe...

Would you pay $10 if I told you I could give you a magic remedy that kept your 
child from getting stuck in the same “I am not good enough” mentality as I did?  
Probably...

Well, would you pay $10 if I told you I could give you a magic remedy that made 
sure you and your child always had a loving relationship full of respect and honesty?  
Definitely!

So those of you that follow my blog know that I have a pretty amazing life - I get to 
travel around the world, I have 2 daughters that I adore, I am engaged in work that I 
love - and I have worked really hard to create my life this way.  But I still struggle 
with those debilitating beliefs we spoke about above that keep me stuck...

I had to work for years on my own personal development - on overcoming feelings of 
inadequacy.   Even though I had a very successful in business, a beautiful home, 
amazing kids - I still never felt good enough, or smart enough, or pretty enough or 
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like I deserved all the things I really wanted.  And now I realize many of these 
feelings were formed in me as a child from the interactions I had with my parents.

My personal mission and dream for you and all parents is that they can have easy 
access to all the tools and knowledge to make sure your kids live out their lives to 
their fullest potential and realizing their biggest dreams.  I think that every time a 
person lives out one of their dreams, the world becomes a better place and the earth 
smiles to see one of her children so happy.

And if you are anything like me (my girls are almost 7 and 9 now) you are probably 
wondering where the years went -- when did 
our sweet smiling babies start to talk (and talk 
back!)?  

I was a young mom, only 20 when I had Maddy, 
and I even though I read all the books, I still 
really had no idea what I was doing.  I look back 
and wish I did some things differently.  And I 
watch my girls now and already see little signs 
popping up - small clues telling me that life is 
changing them... robbing them of their 
beautiful joy and innocence that existed only 1 or 2 years ago.  And I can’t help but 
feel guilty, like I am somehow failing them as their parent...

All of the sudden they value everyone else’s opinion over their own, they get caught 
up in peer pressure or do not speak up when something is bothering them out of 
fear of being judged or made fun of.  They have begun tailoring their lives to meet 
other’s expectations.

They have forgotten that it is their birthright to be extraordinary... 
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And worst of all, I can see that they share my belief - the debilitating “I am not good 
enough.”  But I love and adore my daughters, so none of it made any sense - until I 
met Shelly.

Do you remember ”That Feeling”
When you were younger, and had big dreams... dreams uncomplicated by 
everyone else’s negative thoughts and failures, dreams 
about this amazing experience called “life” you where 
about to embark upon.  

This was a time in your life when you knew that anything 
was possible, you knew that life was going to be an 
amazing adventure, with some ups and downs and some 
learning experiences, but nonetheless, still full of crazy 
fun and joy.

That’s the feeling I want my girls to keep forever.

Information so compelling...

This information Shelly has, the knowledge I gained from all the phone calls and 
interactions with her opened my eyes up to new possibilities.  Her knowledge is so 
compelling that I had to go back and ask her to write a guest blog post for me and 
the GiftED community.  Just some simple tips that parents can use immediately, for 
those people that did not have the resources to pay to have her as a personal coach 
like I did. 
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And as some of you may remember, her article was a huge success.  It quickly 
became one of the favorite posts on the blog and we received tons of emails asking 
us for more information from her.  

So, my natural next question to Shelly was to open her coaching schedule to people 
in the Project GiftED community.  The only issue was that Shelly’s calendar is 
already packed with personal coaching sessions and she has to set aside time to 
write her next book (oh yeah, and to be a Mom :)  

My next proposal was to do a 90 minute call to our community, where she could 
share her knowledge and experience and answer questions from the participants - 
which I am happy to report, she agreed to!

Experience is the Best Teacher
I know, it would be much easier if I just typed up all of her knowledge and packaged 
it into a nice little document for you all to read and then toss it into the recycle bin.  
But the truth is, that they way Shelly teaches, the 
deep insight she has about life and our children is 
not easily translated into the written word.  

Part of the brilliance of her program is that before 
you can make your kids listen to you - you first 
have to uncover things about yourself - about the 
natural laws of existence and growth and the 
parent child dynamic - because when you come 
from a place of truth and honesty, only then can 
any conflict, disorder or problems in your family 
begin to disappear.
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Simple, yet powerful
Letting go of your own personal blocks and some restrictions from your own 
childhood are just the first step in The Lefkoe Method.  Here are some of the 
additional topics she will cover in her tele-class.  As you read them think of how 
powerfully they could transform the your life, your children and your entire family.  

You will learn:

  How our beliefs determine our behavior and how we pass those 
beliefs to our children. This is fine when the belief is empowering...but 
serious problems can occur if the belief is disempowering.

  How to deal with four of the most common difficult parenting 
situations. You will guess 2 of these. The other 2 are more surprising!

  The source of most negative parenting practices: The idea that 
parents “own” their children. You may have grown up in a household 
with this belief. Here’s a surefire way to avoid it.

  Self-esteem: What is it?  And is it the SINGLE most important 
quality to nurture in your child?

  Miscellaneous Tips for the Nurturing Parent.  Powerful ideas 
that will transform the way you deal with your children.

  Crippling Beliefs Parents Have About Themselves and 
Parenting. And why you must eliminate these beliefs now before it 
becomes too late.

As a result you will:

  Develop Relationships with your children that foster greater levels 
of love and understanding.
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  Increase your awareness of how your thoughts and actions and 
words are affecting both you and your child, now and in the future.

  Clearly understand the real issues, the ones that are often 
covered up with negative words and actions.

  Improve your connection with your children.
  And lastly, How to Get Results, every result first begins with a 

thought, and then those thoughts have a feeling associated with them 
that then leads to an action.  So to change the actions, you must first 
know where the thought is coming from and how to positively 
influence it.

Ahhh :)

And best of all, you will learn at home, in your own space, in an interactive 
environment - no boring lectures or pages of content to read!  Instead, you will be 
presented the information in a way that is 
very experiential, with practical information 
you can begin to use immediately to 
transform your home and strengthen the 
relationships with your children.  

Plus, there will be 30 minutes at the end of 
the session where Shelly will answer very 
personal specific questions from the 
participants (I believe that this is the most 
valuable part of the entire experience, because sometimes our best learning comes 
from hearing other people’s questions, questions we don’t think to ask but that can 
relate directly to our own lives).

Are you beginning to understand the power of investing a small amount of your time 
to improve the lives of your family?
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Your Course with Shelly will be 

conducted live over the Internet.

As I mentioned earlier, this is not a boring lecture on CD that your pop into your 
car and listen to while you drive, or a huge, inflated binder with hundreds of 
intimidating pages to try and read through.  Nor is it an event to you need to fly all 
the way to Los Angeles for :)

It is an online webinar course, conducted live by Shelly.  This enables Shelly to 
interact directly with all the participants and tailor the subject matter directly to 
your needs.

LIVE SESSION: Tuesday evening, Nov. 3rd at 6:00 pm Pacific Time (9 pm Central 
Time), you will log on a special website. Shelly will speak up to 15 minutes, and 
then she will guide you through an exercise that will help you to resolve your 
personal parenting issues. (We recommend listening to the live session with 
headphones, but a speakerphone will work.)

RECORDING OF THE SESSION: On Wednesday evening we will send you a link 
so that you can download a copy of Tuesday’s session. If you miss something during 
the Tuesday session, you’ll catch everything the second time through.

Sometimes I found that during my sessions with Shelly, my mind would be 
jabbering. What did she just say? I wonder why that? How do I do that? It wasn’t 
until the second or third listening of the recording did my mind chatter completely 
subside. That’s when I really experienced everything she taught and received the 
extra benefits.
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By the way, you can burn the recording to a CD, download it to your iPod, or listen 
to it on your computer. You will need a high speed Internet connection to receive 
the downloads.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS: There will be 30 minutes at the end of the session 
where Shelly will answer very personal specific questions that you might have. Shelly 
also opens space for questions and answers during the call, you will be able to send 
in questions for Shelly whenever you would like.

The first session is on Tuesday, November 3, 

2009. live over the Internet.

On Tuesday, November 3rd, I will interview Shelly so that you can meet this 
wonderful person, hear her voice, see her face, and learn more about her course.

Simply go to www.ProjectGiftED.com/webinar/shelly to sign up. You will then be 
able to submit questions Shelly to address. If you cannot make the webinar, I will 
send you a link so that you can listen to it online. So sign up today.

This course is for all of those parents just looking for a little help, with a situation 
they are tired of or problems they don’t quite know how to handle. This is a course 
that will transform not only your family, and your children, but your own life as well.

It will help you to remember those dreams you once had, it will help  you see life 
again through the eyes of a child, and give you the power to make sure the next 
generation does not have to suffer through the same things we did, that they will will 
have the tools to help us evolve as a species and they will be able to live out their 
lives in joy and passion and harmony.  
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It is not suited to a parent that is just looking for a quick fix, to control their children 
and make them into little robots that “Do as I say”  and ”don’t get in the way.” 
Participants who are honestly looking for positive change and are dedicated to the 
process will see the most life changing results.  Because it is not a about a quick fix 
or miracle drug, it is about making incremental change, week by week so that you 
and your children can live beautiful, inspired, harmonious lives.

Family Bonus
Your family members, spouse, siblings 
and even your own parents can 
participate with you as long as they are 
in the same house with you.  But please 
note, people will receive little benefit 
from the course unless they participate fully and make a commitment to follow 
through.  So if someone joins you, make sure they will be there on every session.

Conscious Parenting
So what exactly is Conscious Parenting?  

Shelly says that conscious parenting is always being aware of how you are being 
and what you are saying to your children.  It is about knowing that your job is to 
facilitate your children to create positive beliefs about themselves and life.

Conscious parents know that parenting is a career to be taken seriously.  They know 
they need training.  And most of all, conscious parents work on themselves.
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Just who is Shelly Lefkoe?
After working with people for 30 years and listening to thousands of people share 
their issues, ranging from procrastination to fear of failure to not being able to stand 
up for oneself to eating disorders and depression - it became apparent that all pain 
and suffering came from the beliefs we created in childhood, mostly as a function of 
our parent’s interactions with us.   

It became Shelly’s lifelong dream to 
impact the way in which people parent.  
So she and a partner created the 
Possibilities of Parenting Center in 
Westport, CT.  Since Shelly’s decision 
at the time was to not be away from her 
kids, she mostly offered local workshops 
and sometimes traveled for keynote 
speeches.  After her girls were grown 
she began to again to focus on parenting co-writing with her husband, Morty, the 
Chicken Soup Effective Parenting Guide.   

Shelly had her first child at 32 years of age. She and her husband have raised two 
amazing human beings.  She says it’s the single thing she’s most proud of.  Although 
the girls are very different, one is a surfer who lives in a 12x12 foot hut on the Big 
Island of Hawaii and travels extensively surfing all over the world and the other is 
studying diligently at a top university and just completed a half Iron Man, they have 
much in common.   

My girls are extremely confident and passionate.  They both go for what 

they want and won’t let anything stand in the way of them gePng it. 
They know how to advocate for themselves and are not moRvated by what others 
think.  They are both joyful and alive young women.   
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This is not to say they are perfect.  When my girls “get stuck” they have resources 
to help them move forward.  Both Morty and I have had LeYoe Method sessions 
with the girls.  If fact BriGany, who is 21 is a cerRfied facilitator of our process and 
has already had several clients, both paid and unpaid.

Comments from other’s who have 

studied with Shelly:

Lefkoe Method, developed by Shelly and Morty Lefkoe, is highly 
recommended by the leading personal development blogger Steve Pavlina:

This was a big shift for me

[Using Lefkoe’s method] was a big shift for me, and it opened a lot of  
new doors. I told Morty about this and thanked him for helping me get 

past this block. And I really do feel that the block is permanently gone.

The nice thing about Morty’s method is that it works for a wide variety of  
different beliefs, and he has a long history of  success with it. He’s used it with 
more than 38,000 people.

Steve Pavlina

Dynamic, Informative and Highly Skilled

Shelly is dynamic, informative and highly skilled in dealing with her 
participants’ most challenging parenting questions. I came away from 
her presentation with simple but profound tools for powerfully altering 

the ways that I interact with my kids.

Julia Ritter, President of  PTA
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I Don’t Have to Scream to Get Results

Shelly [Lefkoe is] amazing. The information they shared with me 
changed my life! I no longer get stressed out on Sunday night thinking 
about my kid’s homework. I don’t have to scream to get results. I am 

now truly experiencing the joys of  parenting and it is awesome.

Jody Schwartz, Santa Barbara, CA

My Kids are so Happy These Days

If you are a frustrated parent, Shelly is a must! [The] information is so 
simple yet so powerful it blew my mind! I never thought it could be this 

easy. My kids are so happy these days!

Victoria Shuken, Lake Sherwood, CA

My Daughter and I Have a Wonderful 
Relationship Now

I had the pleasure of working with Shelly for a few wonderful years 
back when I already had two children and my third on the way. I started 
off taking parenting seminars with her which was invaluable to me. It 

was important for me to be a good parent and do "the right thing" for my 
children and the conversations, discussions, and sessions with Shelly helped me 
incredibly. 

At some point I was having a very difEicult time with my daughter and we both 
sought help from Shelly which was a plus for us both individually and 
collectively. I learned a lot about my beliefs and how I was imposing them on my 
children. My daughter and I have a wonderful relationship now and we accept 
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each other for who we both are and try to limit our expectations and beliefs on 
each other.

Lori Epstein, Trumbull, CT

Shelly Opened Up a Brand New Way of Thinking

Shelly opened up a brand new way of thinking for parents at our school. 
Not only was the material, timely, appropriate and extremely useful, but 
Shelly's delivery is funny, articulate and sincere!

Parents begged the PTA to ask her back. On Shelly's second visit, parents came 
out of the woodwork to hear her presentation and participate in the process.

Maureen Barre, PTA President

I’m Seeing My Children as Part of My Fulfillment

As a result of the workshops I don’t see my children as a hindrance to 
my fulEillment. I’m actually seeing them as a part of it. That’s a big 
change.

Louise Ekesioo, Parent 

a more cooperative relationship with my family

The skills that I’ve gained not only enhanced and nurtured a more 
cooperative relationship with my family, but have served me in my 
relationships at work.

Ruth Bonomo, Parent 
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